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Introduction The branch of cryptology dealing withnot
--

allencryption and decryption, intended to ensure↑the secrecy andor authenticity ofmessages.
ICRYPTOLOGY] = [CRYPTOGRAPHY] +[CRYPTANALYSISI

↓ ↓
The study of secure communications, The branch of cyptology dealingwith the
which encompasses both cryptography breaking of a clother to recover information, or
and cptanalysis. turgling encrypted information that will be

accepted as authentic.

cryptographic schemes can be categorized by:
&types of keys

4 symmetric (mostnonos assume this is whatcryptography is about
*encryption and decryption methods share one key.
*all cyptography the ancienttimes to 1976 wasexclusively based on
symmetric methods
*stll widely used especially for data encryption and Integrity check of messages

↳ asymmetric (public key cryptography, PKC
*both sender and recipienthave a keys - I publicand /private
Ascheme proposed by Whitfield Diffle, Marin Hellman and Ralph Markle in1976
*used for applications such as digital signatures and key establishment, aswell as
classical data encryption

& processing mechanisms
↳ Stream cipher:message (plaintext) is processed as a stream of bit strings
*encrypts bits individually
->achieved by adding a bit from a key stream to a plaintextbut
*2 types:
->synchronous stream ciphers:outputdepends only on the key
->asynchronous stream ciphers:output depends on both key and ciphertext
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A most practical stream ciphers are synchronousones



↳ block siphel
*encrypts an entire block of maintextbitsata time with the same key.
=>encryption of any paintextbitin a given blockdepends on every othermaintextbit
in the same block

*vastmajority of block diners either have block length of 128 bits (Ib bytes] such as the
Advanced Encryption Standard CAES), or block length of 64 bits (8 bytes) such as the
Data Encryption standard (DES) or triple DES (3DES) algorithm

Notes aboutStream& BlockCiphers:
&In practice, in particular for encrypting computer communication on the Internet, block
ciphers are used more often than stream ciphers.

&Because stream ciphers tend to be small and fast,theyare particularly relevant for
applications with little computational resources, ex., for cell phones or other small
embedded devices.

A prominentexample fora stream (lpher is the 751 cipher, which is part of the asm moyle
phone standard andisused for voice encryption.
However, stream ciphers are sometimes altoused for encrypting Internet traffic, especially
the stream cipher RC4.

&Traditionally, itis assumed that stream alphers tended to encryptmore efficiently than
block ciphers.

Efficientfur
-

-> software-optimized stream aphers means that they need fewer processor instructions
for processor cycles) to encryptone bitof plaintext.

-> hardware-optimized stream ciphers means thatthey need fewergates (or smaller chip
area)than a block cipher forencrypting at the same data rate.

However, modern block elphers such as AEs are also very efficientin software. Moreover,
for hardware, there are also highly efficientblock (phers, such as PRESENT, which are as

efficient as very compactstream ciphers.
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6 High-Level security Goals:
&confidentiality:property that information is notmade available a disclosed to

unauthorized Individuals, entities a processes.
&Integrity:properly of protecting the accuracy and completeness of assets (i.e., anything

thathas value to theorganization)
&Availablity:property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized

entity
&Authenticity:property thatan entity is what it calms to be

↳ Authorization:provision of assurance thataclaimed characteristic of an entity is correct
&Authorization:the decision to permitor deny a subject access to system objects

(network, data, application, service,etc.)

&Accountablsty:assignment of actions and decision to an entity

Refer:Paul C. ran Ourschot, computer Security and the Internet:Tools and Jewels,
springer 2020.
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Active Attack:an attempt to alter thesystem resource or affecttheir operation
↳ involves some modification of the data stream or the creation ofa tablestream
↳ goal ofdefense:detectattacks and to recover from any disruption ordelays caused by

them

↳ difficultto prevent wide variety of potential physical, software & network vulnerabulties
4 examples -> masquerade:takes placewhen one entity pretends tobea differententity;

usually includes one of the other turns of attack

->replay:involves the passive capture of a data unitand its subsequent
retransmission to produce an unauthorized effect

->modification of messages:some pation ofa legitimate message is altered,
a messages are delayed a reordered to produce an
unauthorized effect

-> denial of service:prevents inhibits the normal use ormanagementof
communications faculties

Passive Attack:an attemptto learn or make use of information from the system thatdoes not
affectsystem resources

↳ goal of attacker:obtain information thatisbeing transmitted
↳ 2 types -> eavesdropping communications and releasing of messages

↳traffic analysis on the identifies, locations, frequency, etc. ofcommunications
↳ difficult to detect:do notinvolve any alteration of data

Protocols:rules or standards that are agreed upon to enable connection and interaction
between parties

↳ can specify-data formatsL rules of exchange (le., whodoeswhatwhen?)
↳specify termination or error rules or handling conditions

suptography developmentis closely related to:
&computing devices (cipher should be computed easuy)

↳ primitive methods allow any simple (normally weak clpher Implementations

Paper& - &ectromechanical ->Electronic computing
pencil computing device device
--

simple & rotormachines modern cipher
normally weak from 1920s - 1960s (ex. DES, AES, RSA, ...)
ciphers

&Communication techniques
↳ radio telegraph (wireless communication)
-> message interception is easy -> strong clphers needed

↳ Computer network
-> How can a computers communicate secretly if thetwo computers do not share
any secret key before the communication stars?
=>led to public-key cryptography in 1970s (akarevautton)



significance a limitation of cryptography:
↳> cryptography is the foundation of cybersecurity
Iweak ciphers -> weak information system)

4 However, using strong cipher does not guarantee the security of an information
system.

Modern cryptology

↳amprivacyand integretit

using computational assumptions.
->All participants are computationally-bounded algorithms.
-> There are computational problems thatcannotbe cowed by bounded algorithms.

↳ in its abstractmodel expresses
-> objects as information bits
-> actions as (digital) communications

Cryptology forms a great example oftheeffectiveness of mathematics.
↳ most research in cuptology is initially driven by awlosity

There is no mathematical prost of security to any practical coher.

fithomeywastohaveassurance
that a cipher is secure is to thy to breaksaten

SiS!

overlow of cryptanalysis:

Classical cryptanalysis:the science of recovering maintextmessage or key from
alphertextcryptogram

↳ can be divided into:
*mathematical analysis
ex, letter frequency analysis (analyzing statistical propertiesof encrypted paintext)
*brute-force attacks:attemptdecryption of alphertextwith allkeys to match a

known paintext(ex. header of an encrypted file)
-> adversary obtains maintext & elphertext via eavesdropping on channel
-> can be more complicated incorrect keys can give take positive results
-> brute-force attack againstsymmetric ciphers is allbeinprinciple;
feasibility in practice depends on numberof possible keys thatexistforthe cipher
↳ if testingall keys on many modern computerstaketoo much time, clpher Is
arallysecure against a brute-force attack.



Det* (Basic Exhaustive Key Search (Brute-Force Attack)
↳ Let (n,y) denote the pair of plaintext and alphertext, and let k =3k,,k2....3
be the key space of all possible keys ki.
Abrute-force attack now checksfor every kick if DK,(4)= U.
If the equality holds, a possible correct key is found;ifnot, proceed with the next
key.

*How many keys do we need

key length key space security Lifetime Estimation (assumingbrute-force attacks)
64bits 254 shattern (few days or less)

128bits 2123 Long term (several decades in the absence of quantum computers)

256bits 2250 long term (abo resistantagainst quantum computers)

Note:An adversary only needs to succeed with justone attack. Thus,a long key space
does nothelp if other attacks (ex. social engineering) are possible.

Important:
&The discussion for key lengths for symmetric crypto algorithms is only relevant if a
brute-force attack is the bestknown attack.

&The key lengths for symmetric and asymmetric algorithms are dramatically different.For
instance, an z0-bH symmetrickey provides roughly the same securityasa 1024-bARSAKey.
CRSA is a popular asymmetricalgorithm.)

Implementation Attacks:->extractinformation from a noisy signal
I↳ ex. [side-channel analysts to obtain a secret key

->measuring electrical power consumption of a processor which operates on the secret

key
-> power trace can then be used to recover the key by applying signal processing techniques
-> in addition, electromagnetic radiation or runtime behavior ofalgorithms can give
into abt secret key.

4 mostly relevantagainstcryptosystems to which adversary has physical access, such as
smart cards

↳ usually not a concern in most Internet-based attacks against remote systems.

Social Engineering
↳ a manipulation technique thatexploits human error togal private information,
access or valuables

ex. bribing, blackmalling, tricking or classical espionage can be usedto obtain a
secret key by involving humans

Other possible attacks:
↳> buffer overflow attacks

↳ malware

An attacker always looks for the weakestlink in your cryptosystem. Thatmeans we
have to choose strong algorithms and we have to make sure thatsocial engineering and
implementation attacks are notpractical.



solld cyptosystems should adhere to Kerckhoff's principle.

Kerckhoff's principle ("Desiderata de la cryptographic mistaire", 1883):

"Itmustnotrequire secrecy and itcan, withoutdisadvantage, fall into
the hands of the enemy.

U

In order to achieve Kerckhoff's principle in practice,
-> Only use widelyknown cipher thathave been cryptanalyzed for several years by
good cryptographers!

Reman:Itis tempting to assume thata cipher is "more secure" if its details are kept
secret. However, history has shown time and again that secret olphers can almost
alwaysbe broken once they have been reverse engineered.
ex, content scrambling system (CSS) for bus contentprotection

Shannon Maxim ("A mathematical theory of cryptography", Sept. 1945):

"The enemy knows the system"

Aschematic picture of transport Layer security:

Some New and Emerging topics in cryptography:
-> Distributed ledgers
-> Privacy- Preserving cryptography (ex. confidential computingin thecloud)
-> Quantum-secure cryptography
-> Threshold captography


